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FROM THE EDITOR

Happy New Year

Welcome to the tenth edition of the new style High Lane U3A newsletter. This is the first
time I’ve typed 2021! This year is the 20th anniversary of High Lane u3a. We hope that the
situation re Covid will have improved so we can have a proper celebration later in the
year. Yesterday brought some conflicting news; first the approval of the Oxford vaccine
but then the disappointing move of our area into Tier4.
Notable items in this edition include some interesting Christmas memoirs! The Photography
group has produced some great pictures of the snowy landscape in our area. We have
some more limericks and some imponderables for you to reflect on. Walter is definitely the
limerick champion. Please send me more! Thinking of our anniversary, we would very much
like to hear from you if you attended the inaugural meeting or you have any early memories
of our u3a?
You will remember we sent out some survey questions a couple of months ago. The
response rate was low at 5% so provide just the thoughts of the minority who responded.
The talks were generally reported as interesting but lacking the sparkle of a face to face
session. Appointments and other things stopped some members being able to join us.
There is a sense of weariness with online talks and presentations although some members,
notably from the Shakespeare play reading group, reported their groups were having good
Zoom sessions, which were appreciated. It was suggested that our u3a should purchase a
Zoom licence to enable other groups to take advantage of this. Nearly all responders said
they read the newsletter online with some also giving a copy to other members. The
newsletter was generally thought to be informative and interesting although responders
thought it would be good to hear more news from members as that was what we miss
through not be able to meet.
As with the previous editions, this newsletter will be available only by email and on the web.
This month’s newsletter is accompanied by the December newsletter express from
National Office and a New Year message from Sam Maugher.
Please feel free to share some of your news, your interests, items you have found that you
think would be of interest to other members, places you have visited, books you have read,
films you have seen; your recipes, limericks; the list is endless.
The next main issue will be February 2021 so please send your contributions to me by
29 January at newslettereditor@highlaneu3a.org.uk
Diane Saxon
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FROM THE CHAIR
Good News this morning with the approval for the new Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine. A
second vaccine which will reach millions of people. That means that we can start the
road to immunity quite soon now. This is a fantastic start to the New Year, which we
have all been waiting for.
Your Committee is ready and eager to restart our face-to-face meetings as soon as
possible. We have made all the preparations and members are renewing their
membership. The Village Hall has been made Covid Safe, and I would like to say special
thanks to the management for their diligence and energy in achieving this.
The only problem is when can we get underway?? The
answer is that we don't know, nobody knows. It's down
to forces beyond our control of course. That's what
makes it so frustrating. However, we are in a better
place now and must look forward with hope and
confidence
Thank you all, and here's to a Happy and Healthy 2021
And to finish - I received this handmade card from a
member of my family
Best wishes
Sheila

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL 2021
Membership renewal is due in February. The Membership renewal form is being circulated
with this newsletter. Please make sure you complete it fully, preferably in block capitals, so
that our Membership Secretary is able to read your information.
Payment by cheque made out to High Lane U3A or Cash can be posted (or hand delivered
through the door) to either the Membership Secretary or to the Treasurer. Their addresses
are on the renewal form. We are not issuing membership cards at present as it will be
difficult to get them to you. If you know of members who cannot print their forms please
print a form for them.
Arrangements for the AGM and election of Officers for next year will be circulated after the
Committee has met in January.
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THE TREASURER’S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
A short message to the groups who report to me. Please feel free to forward your accounts
early as further activity is unlikely this financial year. Receipt of all these figures at this time
of the year gives me time to reflect from a financial point of view on how the year has gone.
Similarly I am sure in 50 years’ time our grandchildren will look back and say:"In 2020 coronavirus took over the world, I was only 10 back then and here we are 50 years
later..........and I still haven't left the house".
To be serious it has been a strange year and Christmas is a time of reflection and a time of
giving. Always remember that as you look back into the past don’t worry about it because it
has happened and you can't change it. At this time of year, we look forward to 2021 but alas
we don't know what is around the corner so don't worry about what you think may happen.
Many say you have to live for the now which I think is great advice, so my words of wisdom
for 2021 are you can't change the past, you don't know the future and as regards the
present...................I ain't got you one.
A very very Healthy New Year from Les and Rosemary
Les Birks

Photo by Jeff Robinson.
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FROM THE SPEAKER SECRETARY
The Christmas on-line talk entitled "Tis the Season to be Jolly" was a memoir of how the
customs of Christmas have changed during our lifetime. Do you remember that stocking
with an orange and nuts inside? that John Bull printing set? and the paper doll with the
choice of wardrobe? Some customs such as Christmas cards, date from well before our
time. The tradition of Christmas cards as we know it originated in London in 1843. This
was an interesting and varied talk to put you in the mood for Christmas itself.
Members enjoyed this talk. This comment was received from Eileen and Derek Fielding.
They said, “We thoroughly enjoyed today's talk. Great memories of our childhood
Christmases and the gifts we used to treasure. Thanks for arranging it for us. We hope
lots of our U3A friends joined in - we miss seeing everyone!”
The talks which I have arranged are provided by a company called Mirthy. When you go
onto their web page, you will see the variety of talks which they offer. It's very easy to
sign in. There is a free talk each week. In January, I can recommend a talk entitled
"Cascades Gardens" (which are based in Bonsall, Derbyshire). This is showing at 2.00 p m
on Thursday 7th Jan.
Another interesting theme for all you aficionados of crime fiction, "Poisons for Medicine".
Showing on Thursday 14th January also at 2.00. I do hope that you enjoy them. You will
need to register for the talk at https://mirthy.co.uk/talks/
Best Wishes
Sheila Harrop
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FROM U3A NATIONAL OFFICE

Subject advisors
There are new subject advisors for Classic Pop and Rock and for Canasta. We already have
a Canasta group. Anybody fancy a Classic Rock and Pop group? That could work over
Zoom. Please let the editor know if you are interested.
Weekly quiz and maths challenges continue. Maths challenge is looking for more people to
*create original problems, puzzles and solutions. If you would like to join the team please
submit a sample problem and solution of your own creation to Janine Aldridge,
janine.aldridge@u3a.org.uk
u3a Science Network
The Science Network organising team has decided to hold three short virtual meetings in
2021 on Tuesday 20 April, Wednesday 11 August and Thursday 14 October.
Click here to register your interest.

Events
As previously, many National events are already full and have a waitlist. The only one I can
find with any availability is
Living History
Looking for something to fill those long locked down days? Why not write your life story?
This talk from Jo Livingston, Subject Adviser for Living History, will give you ideas on how to
go about it, along with sources you may find useful, and you’ll produce something to pass
down to your great-grandchildren. The talk is at 2pm on 19 January.
This is the link for all the events https://www.u3a.org.uk/events/educational-events
Speaker Swap
is an initiative to swap talks between interest groups in different U3As. Individual U3As have
lots of papers and talks on all kinds of topics. We are exploring whether there is interest in
creating a central database of subjects covered by groups across the country, initially
within British History, with a view to brokering introductions between interest groups from
different U3As so they can offer reciprocal learning sessions and talks.
If you are interested in this initiative please go to https://www.u3a.org.uk/learning/nationalprogrammes/speaker-swap and register your interest.
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THE BAYEUX TAPESTRY AND ITS HIDDEN MESSAGES
This talk organised by the National
Office was presented by Catherine
Stevenson, Chair of Newcastle u3a. It
was a detailed and fascinating talk. Her
theme was that although the Bayeux
tapestry is nearly 1000 years old, it
continues to present us with evidence
of one of the crucial moments in
history but it’s not all straightforward. It tells of deceit and honour, betrayals and courage
with mysteries and allegories for us to decipher.
The 70-metre long tapestry, originally made in England, tells the story of the future William
I's conquest of England, culminating in the Battle of Hastings and the defeat of Harold in
1066. Catherine told the story and also highlighted the goings on in the margins of the
tapestry where there are some distressing scenes. One uses nudity to tell the story of a
father who raped his own daughter; another tells the tale of a widow who had an affair with
a guard at the cemetery where her husband was buried.
The Bayeux Museum in Normandy is to be refurbished between 2022 and 2024 and the
tapestry will be loaned to England during that time. The venue is not yet decided but could
well be the British Museum. As part of the deal with France, the two countries will produce a
full English translation of the tapestry and will explore the use of technology in making the
tapestry accessible to future generations.
Diane Saxon

Pics by Walter and Lynda Heathcote.
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CINEMA
I'm enjoying the classic films we are currently seeing on TV, ‘The Apartment' being one of
them. With Jack Lemon and Shirley MacLaine, it was high on my list to watch. Jack is
such a good actor. Whenever I see his name on the cast list I know it will be one worth
watching. 'The Apartment' does not disappoint on repeat viewings and I recommend it to
anyone who missed it. The young office pen-pusher trying to move up the career ladder
rents out his apartment to high level executives to entertain their lady friends and
comes a cropper when his boss joins the group with devastating consequences.
Humorous one minute and so poignant minutes later. The haunting theme music
certainly helps set the scene.
My second recommendation is a more 'feel-good' musical, 'High Society'. I was a fan of
Frank Sinatra in my teens and was pleased to see him able to demonstrate his acting
prowess in his later years. With Bing Crosby, Her Serene Highness (to be) Grace Kelly, the
indomitable Satchmo and the music of Cole Porte how could it fail? I found it so uplifting
and just what we need in these troubled times.
Some other classics you might like to see are:
1. Seven Brides for Seven Brothers on Channel 5 shown on Christmas Eve with some
thigh slapping dances from the Brothers, especially Russ Tamblyn and a good music
score sung by Howard Keel and Jane Powell
2. Tony Curtis and the incomparable Jack Lemmon in Billy Wilder’s comedy may have
slipped under the radar on Christmas Day BBC2. A wonderful romp with them joining an
all-girl band which includes Marilyn Monroe. Just what we needed to lift the spirits at the
moment.
3. Calamity Jane which aired on Boxing Day on BBC 2 is for the many Doris Day fans. She
not only has a beautiful singing voice but is a marvellous actress. She is paired with
Howard Keel and gives one of her best musical comedy performances.
Coming up on New Year's Day for anyone who has missed 'The Greatest Showman'; it is
on C4 .
I've focused more on feel-good films this time as I think this is what we need in the
sometimes grey winter days in a pandemic. However, for those who prefer Crime and
Mystery there are so many to choose from. I'll leave them for others to identify.
My best wishes to everyone for a much happier and healthier 2021. See you all after the
jabs. Keep well and keep safe everyone.
Irene Taylor
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Brooklyn
The film Brooklyn was excellent. I had read the book written by Colm Tóibín and seen the
film a few years ago but enjoyed it even more the second time round. The story was
quite straightforward but very emotionally evocative. The main protagonist is a nineteen
year-old girl, Eilis, who is migrating on her own to Brooklyn from Ireland in the 1950s. Her
departure from Ireland when she was leaving her mother and sister was very emotional
as was her homesickness in the early days of her residency in America. However, the
most heart wrenching occasion was when it became apparent that her sister had
sacrificed her own life to give Eilis a better one.
The film also gave hints regarding the poor economic conditions in Ireland at that time
and also the conflict between migrant groups, in this instance the Italians and the Irish.
This film is well worth watching.
Pam Curley

TABLE TENNIS GROUP NEWS
Whilst the lack of activity strips the flesh off anything worthy of interest when discussing
table tennis activities, it did occur to me that one of our Wednesday speakers, Jonathan
Keeble had to postpone his invited opportunity to speak to us due to the
unpredictability of his acting profession.
Knowing that some of our members are familiar with his work and follow him on Radio
Third Programme drama productions it may be of interest to know he is making a brief
appearance in Coronation Street during February 2021. Filming was completed during
the programme's 60 years anniversary celebrations so if any of his followers wish to
'catch up' on his activities they know where to find him.
Apart from that he has been exceptionally busy during the whole of 2020 due mainly to
the creation of his own recording studio at his home which has reduced considerably
the travelling element of his profession.
Brian Burke
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GARDENING
In spite of soggy soil and the onset of Winter, there are still flowers around and photo
opportunities in nooks and crannies of our gardens, plus some seasonal creations, as we
continued to circulate pictures round the group. Hopefully next year we can start to
meet as normal.

Walter Mason

Photos by Derek Fielding and Diane Saxon
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MEMOIRS
Stories from Father Christmas
The cancellation of many of Christmas Festivities this year meant that, for the first time
in a long while, I did not make my annual appearance in the bright red robes, itchy beard
and old black boots at a local primary school for the Christmas Fair.
I was originally conned into this by an old friend and fellow member of Players Dramatic
Society in Cheadle Hulme who was then on the PTA and seemed to think that I was more
suitable than she was. The way it was sold to me suggested that it merely involved
ringing the bell, waving and handing out presents from a sack. On arrival I discovered
that a storeroom, sadly lacking in ventilation, had been turned into a grotto and that any
child who wanted to could have a few minutes with Santa, their picture taken with him
by a lovely teacher dressed as an elf and receive an edible present, subject to any
allergy or dietary requirements. The shift lasted, on average, over 3 hours per year sitting
on a hard-miniscule chair. It was brilliant.
Each year Santa very quickly realised what were the most popular presents, for instance,
last year virtually every girl mentioned "Frozen" at least once during the conversation but
boredom is prevented by those children with surprising requests. On being asked what
she wanted that Christmas a confident young lady replied unhesitatingly " A Tenor Sax
please Santa". Enquiries elicited the information that she not only knew exactly which
size saxophone she required but that she was familiar with the work of John Coltrane the
1950s/60s jazz giant. The next year as Santa crossed the school hall on his way to the
grotto, he noticed a small figure, accompanied by a teacher on an electronic keyboard,
expertly playing carols on a tenor sax.
One lively little girl asked if Santa could ensure that the new baby would arrive before
Christmas. A surreptitious glance at her mother waiting rather wearily by the tinselled
door frame indicated that the arrival of a sibling was indeed imminent, very imminent.
The girl went away quite happily after being told that Santa can only be sure about
presents but babies were a law unto themselves and that the baby would only come
when it was ready.
One young man bounced into the grotto, plonked himself on a chair, took a deep breath
and proceeded to reel off a seemingly endless list. His father stood in the doorway, hand
over his face, silently groaning. Santa stopped him in mid flow and resorted to Plan B.
Plan B consists of explaining that this is a very long list, there are only so many toys and
each child must get his or her fair share so that, whilst Santa would get him as much as
he could, he would not get all of it. The young lad left quite happily whilst his father
beamed back and gave a thumbs up.
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Just occasionally, very occasionally fortunately, you come across something
heartbreaking like a little fellow who just wanted all his family to be back together at
Christmas. Wouldn't it be great if Santa could have sorted that.
Ian Pearson
Christmas in the Library
Having created their Christmas craft with little chubby sticky fingers and listened to the
so familiar Christmas stories, Spot’s First Christmas, The Jolly Christmas Postman and
Santa’s New Suit etc the children were ready and full of expectancy for the man himself
but we had reached the third rendition of Jingle Bells, our usual signal, but still no Father
Christmas. On reassuring them that Santa had probably had trouble with the reindeer
and urged them to sing even louder and just when despair was setting in, there he was in
all his glory. Striding nonchalantly across the library, sleigh bells jingling from his fingers
and hessian sack slung over his shoulder, oozing charisma and introducing me as his
helper “Pam the dwarf”. I knew I should have worn an outfit - snow queen, an elf or a fairy
but I had to settle for being “Bilbo Baggins” of The Hobbit fame, never mind maybe I
could be Tinkerbelle next year. I instantly forgave him all his foibles as he continued to
charm the children and was so totally convincing as he naturally went into his native
“Scots” language of “How are ye, have ye been good Hinny?” They knew then that this
was the real Father Christmas from the North Pole he was even speaking a foreign
language. On handing each a little gift and on the promise of good behaviour they would
receive their wishes and forty pairs of beautiful wide eyes said it all as they experienced
the joy of Christmas and the belief – yes there really was a Father Christmas and I
revelled in the fact that I and my sons had felt the same and that generations of children
to follow will share in the wonderment that is Christmas.
Pam Cooke
And an anecdote from Sheila
Christmas past.....
When my youngest granddaughter was about 10 she brought home a note for her
parents with a Bible as her R E homework. They were asked to read the passage from the
Gospel that refers to the immaculate conception and explain!!! Being conscientious
parents, they duly complied and when they got to the passage about the cloud, Emily
said in a matter-of-fact voice "Oh it would have sperm in it!!!"
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Communication
I grew up on a street where only one house had a telephone and that was because the
man who lived there was the foreman at the tripe works which was opposite our house.
That was in the days when you had to go to a telephone kiosk and put your money in the
slot and press button A when connected or press button B to get your money back if
there was no reply.
I remember well a fire at one of the local houses and a neighbour coming to her door and
asking us if any of us lads knew how to use a telephone. Fortunately, my pal cycled
about half a mile to the nearest public telephone and dialled 999 for the Fire Brigade.
When we moved to the posh side of Stockport Road my uncle, who lived next door had a
telephone and when I was called up I used to phone from Surrey by asking the operator
for a ‘ trunk call and transfer charges’ to Rusholme 1093. My uncle then ran round to our
house and told my Mum and Dad that I was on the phone. This was truly the ‘olden days’
of tele communication.
This evening. I was watching television when the handset of my phone rang. The display
showed a mobile number which is not unusual. It was my son on his way to work using
the handsfree facility. Again, not unusual. However, telecommunication progress was
demonstrated emphatically by the fact that he was driving to work in South Australia.
After our conversation I reflected on how far telecommunication has improved since I
used to dial Rusholme 1093 nearly seventy years ago.
However, I recall being at an athletics meeting when a colleague took a call on his mobile
from his son. After the call Mike calmly announced that his son was in Japan; moreover,
he was travelling at over a hundred miles per hour on the ‘Bullet Train’.-- Now that is
progress!
Brian Gane November 2020

photo by Jeff
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PHOTOGRAPHY
There were two competitions in December.
HOUSEHOLD OBJECTS - Bryan had a runaway victory with Spoon Star, followed by Diane
with Inside Grater.

SOMETHING CHRISTMASSY - In a close contest, first equals Chris with Cake to Go, and
Derek with Twin Santas, were just ahead of Walter's Blue Christmas.

At year end, there is a change in the group as
Walter is passing on the mantle to Jeff Robinson,
who will be the new Photographic Group Leader.
Walter Mason
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PAINT AND DRAW
National Office is running a monthly challenge to encourage people to paint or draw a
piece of artwork, then take a photo of their work and submit their pictures. This is not a
competition and it is not about your artistic ability – what we want are interesting
pictures, possibly different perspectives on everyday scenes or objects, anything which
has inspired you to paint or draw.
At the end of
every month, we
will choose and
publish up to 15
photos of
artwork on an
online gallery for
each theme to
share the
pictures with all
of our members.
The current
theme is Lights
and pictures
need to be
uploaded before 5 January. Here are a couple of examples from the previous theme
which was plants. You can get details and submit your artwork here.
https://www.u3a.org.uk/learning/national-programmes/paint-or-draw
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QUIZ
Last month, we had a quiz from Les. Here are the answers.
TRUE OR FALSE
1......Mama Cass from the pop group The Mamas and the Papas died in the same room as
Keith Moon, the drummer from The Who.
True. Mama Cass died at Flat 2, 9 Curzon place in 1974 and 4 years later in the same
room Keith Moon, drummer with the Who, also died. Harry Nillson, singer songwriter
owned the flat and let it to friends and musicians when they had gigs in London. Both
Mama Cass and Keith Moon were aged 32.
2.......Frederic Baur developed the Pringle crisp for Procter and Gamble. When he was buried,
he was buried in a tube of cheese and onion pringles.
False. He was actually buried in a tube of original Pringles
3.......We have all heard of Karl Marx but many don’t know that the starting pistol was
invented by his sister Onya
False. Onya Marx get set go.
4.......As it's almost Xmas there were three Wise Men?
False. The gospel never mentions the number of Magi, but most western Christian
denominations have traditionally assumed them to have been three in number,
based on the statement that they brought three gifts.
5.......The most CDs sold in 2016 was by an artist called Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
True. According to Billboard, the 200-disc Mozart 225: The New Complete Edition
boxset has shifted upwards of 6,250 copies. That’s 1.25 million CDs sold in total. The
240-hour boxset came out at the end of October, with label Universal describing it
as “most authoritative, complete and scholarly box set ever devoted to the work of a
single composer”.
6.......Herbert James “Burt” Munro, set three world records on an Indian motorcycle, one of
which was awarded 36 years after he died
True. The Indian was a motorcycle firm. In 1962, Burt Munro set an 883cc class
record of 178.95mph. In 1966, he set a 1000 cc class record of 168.07 mph. In 1967
to qualify he made a one-way run of 190.07mph the fastest-ever officially
recorded speed on an Indian. In 2014, 36 years after his death, he was
retrospectively awarded a 1967 official record of 184.087mph after his son John
noticed a calculation error by officials at that time.
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QUIZ OF 2020
Not a year to remember perhaps but how well do you remember 2020?
January

Who announced they were ‘stepping down’ and leaving
London for Vancouver?
February
The new polymer £20 note was issued. Who is pictured on
the note?
March
Who did Rishi Sunak replace as Chancellor of the
Exchequer?
April
Captain Tom walked round his garden. How much money has
he raised?
May
Where did Dominic Cummings drive to, ‘to test his eyesight’?
June
A new Director general was appointed for the BBC. What is
his name?
July
Which actress who played Melanie in Gone with the Wind
died this month?
August
The FA Cup final was delayed this year. Who won?
September Whose debut novel went to the top of the hardback fiction
charts?
October
Which iconic wide bodied plane made its last British Airways
flight from Heathrow?
November Which giant fashion group went into administration?
December Bill Bailey won Strictly Come Dancing. In which made for TV
film drama is he currently playing a ‘Gent’?
How did you do? Answers are on page 18.

Photos by Jeff and Diane
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LIMERICK CORNER
Walter has definitely developed a taste for writing limericks. Here are a couple of his
latest.
There was a Sage expert called Whitty
Whose advice was truly un-pretty
He would lock down our groups
Have us jumping through hoops
No wonder I'm writing this ditty!

There was a fit man from '3A.
Who worked hard t' keep Covid at bay.
He kept all his sanity,
By discarding his vanity,
And playing bridge on-line every day.

And from Diane – plus one of my favourites!
2020 was definitely weird
Much much worse than I feared
No holidays, no flights, no talks
No pubs, no meetings, no walks
So the news about vaccines we cheered

There was a young lady named Bright
Who travelled faster than light
She went out one day
In the relative way
And returned on the previous night!
(Arthur Henry Reginald Buller)

Why is a limerick called a limerick?
Britannica says that “the origin of the limerick is unknown, but it has been suggested that
the name derives from the chorus of an 18th-century Irish soldiers’ song, “Will You Come
Up to Limerick?” To this were added impromptu verses crowded with improbable
incident and subtle innuendo.” This may not be true but the poems are almost certainly
named after Limerick in Ireland.
The first collections of limericks in English date from about 1820. Notable limerick writers
of that time were Edward Lear and W. S. Gilbert which were set to music by Arthur
Sullivan. One of their limericks is
My name is John Wellington Wells,
I’m a dealer in magic and spells,
In blessings and curses,
And ever-fill’d purses,
In prophecies, witches, and knells.

In today’s world, there are many websites devoted to limericks on all kinds of topics;
many of them quite rude!
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Here is a clean example I found – and it illustrates
the format of the limerick very nicely.
Diane Saxon

And the last words for this section:
Near Christmas young F had a trip;
Which alas did fracture her hip.
After mending she could leave Nick of time Christmas Eve.
Now caring W's no time for a kip!
Anon!

Imponderables!
Some of these are extracted from Ashbourne U3A newssheet sent by Ann Preston
1. Why do overlook and oversee mean opposite things?
2. If ignorance is bliss, why aren't more people happy?
3. If you take an Oriental person and spin him around several times, does he become
disoriented?
4. You never really learn to swear until you learn to drive.
5. If ignorance is bliss, why aren't more people happy?
6. Why are they called apartments when they're all stuck together?
7. Do infants enjoy infancy as much as adults enjoy adultery?
8. If a pig loses its voice, is it disgruntled?
9. What was the best thing before sliced bread?
10. What do ducks have to do with duck tape?
11. Why is the man who invests all your money called a broker?
12. Why are a wise man and a wise guy opposite?
13. 'I am' is reportedly the shortest sentence in the English language. Could it be that 'I do' is
the longest sentence?
14. Isn't making a smoking section in a restaurant like making a peeing section in a
swimming pool?
15. Are Santa's helpers called subordinate clauses?

Quiz of the year answers:
Harry and Meghan, JMW Turner. Sajid Javid. £32 million, Barnard Castle, Tim Davie. Olivia de
Havilland, Arsenal (2-1 v Chelsea), Richard Osman, Boeing 747 Jumbo, Philip Green’s Arcadia
empire, Roald and Beatrix.
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